
Industry Security Mandate 
Frequently Asked Questions  

 
 
1. Why do I need to move to an updated encryption protocol? 

In October of last year, industry Security researchers identified vulnerability in the Secure Sockets 
Layer 3.0 (SSLv3.0) encryption protocol.  This vulnerability, referred to as POODLE (Padding Oracle 
On Downgraded Legacy Encryption), could potentially allow access to data contained within secure 
connections (for more information see security announcement CVE-2014-3566).   In response, The 
Payment Card Industry (“PCI”) counsel, as well as Visa and MasterCard, have issued a mandate that 
all merchants and service providers configure their systems in a manner to ensure secure  
connections between relevant systems.   

 
2. What does this mean? 

If your application is running SSL v3.0 protocol (or SSL 2.0), then you need to reconfigure or upgrade. 
Sabre intends to disable the ability to connect to the Sabre APIs using encryption protocol SSLv3.0, 
and all versions of Transport Layer Security (TLS) prior to version 1.2.  In addition, Sabre will no 
longer support communication with Ciphers using keys with less than 128 bits.  

 
3. What will happen if I miss the date? 

If your application does not support TLS version 1.2 or higher, it will fail once changes are 
implemented. 

 
4. What do I need to do to upgrade to TLS v1.2 or higher? 

Your level of effort may be as simple as testing your connection, or it may require some additional 
effort to update your application to a more recent version of software that supports the latest in 
Encryption protocols.   We recommend you consult with your IT organization to determine what 
actions are required to comply with this industry mandate. 

 
5. How can I test if my application is in compliance? 

You can test your configuration before or after your reconfiguration or upgrade using the following 
test URLs to certify you are in compliance: 

 https://sws-tls.cert.sabre.com/ (SOAP APIs) 

 https://api-tls.cert.sabre.com/ (REST APIs) 

If your client application is not in compliance, you will be unable to connect.  The error message you 
recieve will vary depending on the programming language, framework, or libraries used.  Errors 
related to establishing secure (often called SSL) http connections are indicators that you are not able 
to connect using TLS1.2 protocol.   The error message may contain the following 
strings:  SSLHandshakeException, SSLStream, SSLContext or something similar.  

 
Example: 
javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException: Received fatal alert: handshake_failure 

at sun.security.ssl.Alerts.getSSLException(Unknown Source) 
at sun.security.ssl.Alerts.getSSLException(Unknown Source) 

 

http://cl.exct.net/?ju=fe3311727d62067d761670&ls=fdb9157272670c7e761d78776c&m=fe5e157076650174701d&l=fe5415777c660d787011&s=fe231176756d017f701779&jb=ffcf14&t=
http://cl.exct.net/?ju=fe3211727d62067d761671&ls=fdb9157272670c7e761d78776c&m=fe5e157076650174701d&l=fe5415777c660d787011&s=fe231176756d017f701779&jb=ffcf14&t=


6. Who Should I contact if I have any questions regarding my migration? 
Please use the PCI Mandate page on Sabre Dev Studio located at 
(https://developer.sabre.com/docs/read/security/pci_mandate) to get information and available 
resources on this industry initiative. 

 
7. We use a number of Sabre solutions in addition to the Sabre APIs.  Are there any issues with these 

solutions? 
You should ensure you are on the correct versions and configurations of Sabre products accessed via 
web browsers to avoid disruptions.  Please contact your Sabre Account Director if you need more 
information on your specific solution. 
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